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SAP EWM Solution Architect (f/m/d)

LET’S ROCK THE STOCK!

You have several years of SAP EWM experience and a passion for SAP
technology? And you are looking for an exciting new challenge where you can really
make a difference with your expertise? Then the SAP EWM pioneers at LogiPlus
are the right place for you. Join us as an experienced SAP EWM Solution Architect
(f/m/d) on our world tour at our numerous inspiring intralogistics concerts!

 

Our genre

We have been revolutionising the warehouses of well-known companies with our
SAP logistics concerts since 1999. We are absolute artists on the instruments SAP
EWM, SAP MFS, SAP WM and SAP S/4HANA. We enthusiastically play our
repertoire, which includes classic SAP EWM new implementations as well as
migration projects, for example from SAP WM or from SAP EWM SCM. But our set
list also includes songs about warehouse automation with solutions such as
AutoStore. And not to forget – our encore: with our diverse add-ons for optimising
warehouse processes, we ensure the perfect sound in the warehouse.

 

Band life

Teamwork is very important to us, we stick together and support each
other.
We live a culture of open doors and flat hierarchies.
Short communication channels enable us to make quick and
uncomplicated decisions in the interest of our customers.
Our band members have excellent opportunities for development and
freedom in an exciting and dynamic project landscape. This is also
ensured by our globally oriented intralogistics concerts.

 

Your performance

As an expert for the market-leading warehouse management software SAP EWM,
you are an elementary part of our ensemble and become a bandleader right away.
Your repertoire includes:

Management of large national and international projects
Leading project teams with up to 10 consultants and developers, both
technically and organisationally
Developing and realising concepts and projects with our clients, including
strategic management
Contact person for project- and product-specific questions

Hiring organization
LogiPlus Group

Employment Type
Full-time

Beginning of employment
as of now

Duration of employment
Permanent

Industry
SAP and Logistics Consulting

Job Location
Torfstecherring 27, 67067,
Ludwigshafen, Deutschland

Job locations
Ludwigshafen, Dortmund, Berlin,
remote work possible

Working Hours
Flexible working time model, remote
activities
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Long-term maintenance of customer relationships
Carrying out business process analyses; alignment with the business
strategy
Reengineering of business processes and organisational structures
Creation of concepts, blueprints and functional specifications
Customizing of SAP EWM or SAP MFS
Conducting/leading user trainings

We place great value on your ideas, visions and suggestions that provide our
customers with tangible added benefits. With your concentrated SAP EWM
knowledge and your many years of experience, you also actively contribute to
technical SAP EWM future topics and thus make an important contribution to the
further growth of LogiPlus and the success of our customers.

 

Your instruments

Strong affinity for management consulting topics
Several years of experience in the implementation, development and
customising of SAP EWM and its core processes
Very good understanding of SAP architectures and technology platforms,
also with regard to the cloud
Expertise in the integration of SAP EWM with other SAP solutions such as
SAP S/4HANA, SAP TM, SAP planning solutions.
You are a team player, responsible and have a high level of customer
orientation
You have very good communication skills in German and English
In addition to strong analytical skills, you have very good communication
and presentation skills

 

Your compensation

In addition to an attractive remuneration model and profit-sharing, you will receive a
company car as well as personal mentoring and individual development
opportunities. We offer you excellent development opportunities and freedom.
Because you as a person with your strengths are in the foreground. It is important to
us that you play in our band with fun and enthusiasm every day.

 

Rehearsal room

Ludwigshafen, Dortmund, Berlin, remote possible nationwide

 

Become a band member now!

If this sounds like your dream job, then send us your application to
bewerbung@logiplus.de and tell us why you can’t miss out on our team.

We are looking forward to your application

LET’S ROCK THE STOCK!
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Please contact us if you have any further questions:

Your contact person: Elif Altuntas
Mail: bewerbung@logiplus.de
Tel.: +49 (0) 621 66 94 39 – 0
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